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Polymer conformations of gas-hydrate kinetic inhibitors: A small-angle
neutron scattering study

H. E. King, Jr.,a) Jeffrey L. Hutter,b) Min Y. Lin,c) and Thomas Sund)

Exxon Mobil Research and Engineering Company, Annandale, New Jersey 08801

~Received 19 July 1999; accepted 9 November 1999!

We have used small-angle neutron scattering to characterize the polymer conformations of four
nonionic water soluble polymers: poly~ethylene oxide!, poly~N-vinyl-2-pyrollidone!,
poly~N-vinyl-2-caprolactam!, and an N-methyl, N-vinylacetamide/N-vinyl-2-caprolactam
copolymer. The last three of these are able to kinetically suppress hydrate crystallization, and their
inhibitor activity ranges from moderate to very effective. This attribute is of significant commercial
importance to the oil and gas industry, but the mechanism of the activity is unknown. The
dilute-solution polymer conformation in a hydrate-forming tetrahydrofuran/water fluid shows little
difference among the four polymers: the majority of the scattering is that expected for a polymer in
a good solvent. Each solution also exhibits some additional low-q scattering which we attribute to
aggregates. In the presence of a hydrate-crystal/liquid slurry, the three inhibitor polymers
significantly change their conformation. Utilizing results from our previous contrast variation study,
we show that this arises from polymer adsorbed to the hydrate-crystal surface. Furthermore, we find
a strong correlation between the scattering intensity at lowq values and the effectiveness of the
inhibitor polymer. We suggest this is an indication that as surface adsorption increases, the
inhibitor’s blocking of growth sites increases. Also measured for one of the kinetic-inhibitor
polymers was the dilute-solution polymer conformation in a hydrate-forming propane/water fluid
~hydrate crystal free!. This system shows additional low-q scattering, possibly indicating a
polymer–propane interaction prior to crystal formation. This may affect hydrate nucleation behavior
and offer a second mechanism for kinetic hydrate inhibition. ©2000 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~00!70605-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gas hydrates are ice-like crystals consisting of wa
cages surrounding small molecules such as propane
methane.1 Enclathration of the small molecules is key to t
crystals’ stability, and depending upon the gas pressure t
melting point can extend to temperatures well above tha
ice. Because of this, they crystallize in many settings wh
ordinary ice is not stable. For example, there are m
natural-gas hydrate deposits on the sea floor associated
gas seepage into cold ocean water.2 Similar conditions can
be found in oil and gas transport pipelines. Under deep-
conditions, inside such pipelines one finds a ready suppl
water and natural gas at temperatures of;5 °C and pressure
of ;100 MPa. Thus, hydrate formation within pipelines is
significant long-standing problem for the oil industry.3 The
consequences of hydrate formation can be very seri
Blockage of the pipeline, with consequent temporary loss
production is one scenario, but it is also possible for
pipeline to become permanently blocked or for attempts
release the hydrate plug to cause serious accidents. The
plug can be released as a ballistic object launched by a
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differential pressure. These serious consequences have l
treatments to prevent hydrate formation. In addition to
stalling thermally insulated pipelines, a common approa
has been to add an antifreeze compound, typically metha
to suppress the formation temperature.4 Although effective,
this approach has drawbacks such as the requiremen
high volume fractions of methanol~up to 50 vol%! with the
potential environmental impact of spillage. Also, there a
considerable costs associated with supply and recover
the methanol.

As with many other crystallization problems, there is t
possibility of kinetic inhibition rather than thermodynam
suppression. Recently it has been found that certain wa
soluble polymers can kinetically inhibit hydrate formation5

Experiments show that at the low concentrations of use,
than 1 wt%, there is little or no shift in the equilibrium hy
drate formation point. But they are able to inhibit hydra
formation by several degrees during continuous cooling
are able to suppress crystallization for long time periods
intermediate levels of subcooling. These laboratory te
were sufficiently promising to encourage tests in actual pi
lines, where indications are positive for the polymers’ co
mercial use.6

Despite these technical achievements, the mechanis
inhibition remains unclear.7–9 From the time of their discov-
ery, there has been an ongoing debate as to whether
polymers act on the surface of an already existing crysta
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whether they associate in some manner with hydrate-form
constituents while still in solution. In a companion article10

we describe contrast–variation, small-angle neutron sca
ing ~SANS! experiments for one inhibitor polymer, poly~N-
vinyl-2-pyrollidone!, hereafter PVP, in which we determin
the polymer adsorption on the hydrate crystal surface.
measured surface layer is unusual. Rather than formin
uniform layer, the polymer covers only 2% of the total cry
tal surface. Likely, the polymer forms clumps~local concen-
tration about 2.5c* , wherec* is the chain-overlap concen
tration! on the surface, with each clump having dimensio
several times that of the polymer radius of gyration. Asso
ated with the formation of the polymer layer is an increase
the total surface area of the crystals relative to that of crys
prepared in an identical way, but with no inhibitor polyme
Optical studies of crystal growth morphology had alrea
identified a significant alteration of crystal growth morpho
ogy associated with the inhibitor polymers: the crys
growth shape changes from octahedral to plate-like.7,8,11The
increase in surface area measured by the SANS experim
is consistent with this morphology change. If, as expect
the polymer clumps act as growth inhibitors, one expects
the inhibition ability of the polymers rests with their abilit
to suppress growth at the early crystal-growth stage, be
the crystal size and volume in a pipeline exceeds that wh
would hinder flow. An explanation of the alteration o
growth morphology is more complex. Each face of the
sulting thin plate is crystallographically equivalent. Ther
fore, a symmetry breaking, on a macroscopic length sca
necessary. A possible cause is that slight differences in p
mer concentration occur on the crystal as it forms, result
in a differential growth rate which is amplified through a
interaction with the surrounding concentration field.7,8 This
is further discussed by Hutteret al.10

In the preceding work, surface adsorption onto hydr
crystals was shown to be an important attribute of PVP
the present work we will compare the surface adsorption
solution characteristics of four polymers: poly~ethylene ox-
ide! ~hereafter PEO!, PVP, poly~N-vinyl-2-caprolactam!
~hereafter PVCap!, and an N-methyl, N-vinylacetamide/N
vinyl-2-caprolactam copolymer~hereafter VIMA/VCap!.
These range in inhibitor effectiveness from inactive~PEO! to
very active~VIMA/VCap!. As we will see, the present wor
suggests that the polymer adsorption is strongly correla
with the inhibitor’s effectiveness. This further strengthe
the case for surface activity being an important inhibitor
tribute. There is much less to distinguish the solution pr
erties among the four polymers. Each is largely described
a typical ‘‘good solvent’’ conformation. This is consiste
with light scattering studies of PVP12 and PVCap13 in water,
and of PVP in water/tetrahydrofuran mixtures.14 However,
each polymer also exhibits some excess low-q scattering.
This may be due to polymer aggregation, which is oft
reported for water-soluble polymers. We discuss these
tures below.

The majority of the experiments discussed here w
conducted with a water-soluble hydrate forming molecu
tetrahydrofuran~hereafter THF!. However, naturally-forming
hydrates are composed of gaseous hydrocarbons, solubi
Downloaded 16 Nov 2005 to 129.6.122.161. Redistribution subject to AIP
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in water only through application of elevated pressu
Therefore, we also present results on a system of PVP
D2O under elevated propane gas pressure. In these ex
ments, we supercool the solution well into the hydrate s
bility regime without forming hydrate crystals. This allow
us to examine the polymer’s conformation, which we find
be unchanged as we pass into the hydrate forming reg
However, we note that there is excess scattering at smaq
values, indicating a supramolecular structure. We disc
possible origins for this behavior.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample preparation

The structure II hydrate crystal studied here has a cu
lattice with edge lengtha517.24 Å and an idealized formula
X•17H2O, where X is an enclathrated molecule. We utili
X5tetrahydrofuran for the majority of our work. Tetrahydro
furan, being water soluble, assures uniform hydrate form
tion throughout the sample. We also used X5propane,
where a fixed propane pressure was applied to a w
sample allowing us to move in and out of the hydrate-sta
region of the phase diagram by varying temperature. In al
these samples, D2O replaced H2O to minimize the incoheren
neutron scattering. The influence of D2O on the hydrate
phase diagram has been measured by Hanleyet al.15 and is
discussed by Hutteret al.10 The overall effect is to elevate
the melting temperatures of the crystalline phases: both
ice and hydrate melting points are elevated by about 3 °C

For the D2O/THF experiments, we created partially fro
zen slurries consisting of hydrate crystals and THF-deple
solution. To do this, we prepared samples with a 1:25 m
ratio of deuterated THF~hereafter TDF! to D2O water. The
solvents utilized were D2O:DLM-4 grade, 99.9 at.% enrich
ment. Cambridge Isotope Laboratories and TD
tetrahydrofuran-d8 99.5 at.% enrichment. Aldrich. Each o
our four different polymers~described in Table I! was added
to this solvent at approximately 0.5 wt%. The relevant ne
tron scattering length densities are given in Table II.

Once prepared, each solution was transferred to a s
dard quartz banjo cell 0.5 cm thick and 2 cm in diameter.
each cell we added a magnetic stir bar to allow agitat
during crystallization. For crystal-plus-liquid slurry forma
tion, cooling to the desired temperature in a water bath p
duced partially frozen samples. Often, we needed to nucl
the hydrate phase by locally cooling the sample with a c
point. Continuous stirring during the freezing process res
in a roughly uniform distribution of crystals~approximately
40 mm across as measured by optical microscopy! sur-
rounded by the TDF-depleted solution. The samples w
transferred to a controlled temperature stage mounted on
beamline and held at constant temperature during the neu
scattering runs. For experiments in the fully liquid state,
used a temperature of 7 °C, and for the liquid-plus-crys
slurry samples, we used temperatures from 2.5 °C to 3.5
Examination of the D2O-THF phase diagram indicates a vo
ume fraction of solid of approximately 0.5 at those tempe
tures as shown in Fig. 1 of Hutteret al.10 Furthermore, due
to the relative insensitivity of the liquidus line to compos
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Polymers used in this study.

Polymer Acronym Source

Monomer
weight
~g/mol!

Molecular
weight
~g/mol! MW /MN

A2

~ml mol/g2!a
Concentration

~g/cc!
Concentration

~volume fraction!

Polyethylene oxide PEO TOSOH
Corporation
Tokyo, Japan.
SE-5,~Batch
RE-23!

44.0532 46 000 1.1 2.1531023 0.005 53 0.004 91

Poly~N-vinyl-2-pyrollidone! PVP see Sun and
Kingb

111.1436 49 000 3.2 8.4031024 0.005 54 0.004 38

Poly~N-vinyl-1-2-caprolactam! PVCap synthesized in
house

139.1974 113 000c ¯ 1.8331024 0.006 79 0.005 37

N-methyl, N-vinylacetamide/
N-vinyl-2-caprolactam~1:1!
copolymer

VIMA/VCap synthesized in
house

238.3300 29.200 ¯ d 0.005 23 0.004 13

aValues calculated utilizing data as follows: PEO~Ref. 25!; PVP ~Ref. 12!; PVCap~Ref. 13!.
bReference 12.
cMolecular weight calculated from Guinier amplitude.
dValue unavailable, assumed zero in calculations.
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tion at these conditions, small fluctuations of temperat
have little effect on the solid/liquid ratio. We examined t
polymers in the liquid-state samples both before and a
freezing and found no significant differences.

The objective for the D2O propane experiments was
examine the polymer conformation of a hydrate-inhibi
polymer in a solvent saturated with a hydrate-forming g
Using a D2O-filled variable-temperature, pressure cel16

mounted on the beamline, we monitored the polymer con
mation at temperatures of 20 °C, 10 °C, 6.7 °C, and 3.7
and a gas pressure of 655 kPa. This probes conditions a
and below the hydrate formation line.17 From the work of
Kobayashi and Katz,18 the propane content of the wate
along this isobar can be estimated to range from ab
0.000 15 to 0.0004 mole fraction of propane. As expect
due to the nucleation barrier, no hydrates formed at th
subcoolings over the course of the neutron scattering ru
Downloaded 16 Nov 2005 to 129.6.122.161. Redistribution subject to AIP
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B. Data collection and reduction procedure

The small angle neutron scattering measurements w
performed at the NIST Center for Neutron Research,
Gaithersburg, MD. Two SANS instruments, NG3 and NG
which are almost identical, were utilized. We chose a s
able range of momentum transfer of 0.002,q,0.2 Å within
the instrument capabilities, whereq54p sin(u/2)/l ~u is the
scattering angle andl the neutron wavelength!. This was
accomplished in two configurations~low-q and high-q! with
a common wavelength,l57 Å. Each covers about 1.2 de
cades ofq, with a significant overlap between the low-q and
high-q configurations. The scattering intensities were
duced to differential scattering cross-sectiondS/dV using
the standard techniques of subtracting the contributions f
the empty cell and other background and referencing t
known standard. The scattered intensity was measured
r

TABLE II. Neutron scattering lengths for components studied.

Material Composition
Molecular weight

~g/mol!
Density
~g/cm3!

Scattering length densitya

(31010 cm22!

D2O/TDF solvent D2O0.9616•~C4D8O!0.039 93 22.333b 1.111c 6.493
TDF-depleted solventd D2O0.97762•~C4D8O!0.022 89 21.370b 1.113c 6.467
Hydrate crystal 17D2O•~C4D8O!0.999 420.467b 1.090 6.410
PEO ~C2H4O!n 44.0532 1.126 0.637
PVP ~C6H9ON!n 111.1436 1.264e 1.460
PVCap ~C8H13ON!n 139.1974 f 1.075
VIMA/VCap ~1:1! ~C13H22O2N2!n 238.3300 f 1.097

aUsing values from Lovesey~Ref. 34!.
bAssuming 99.9% deuteration for D2O and 99.5% deuteration for TDF.
cUsing densities and the excess volume of mixing from Kiyohara and Benson~Ref. 35!, with an empirical
correction factor determined in Hutteret al. ~Ref. 10!. TDF density obtianed through TDF/THF molecula
weight ratio.

dAssuming a mole fraction of 0.488 D2O freezing into hydrate crystals@see Hutteret al. ~Ref. 10!#.
eEffective density in aqueous phase~Ref. 36!.
fDensity assumed equal to that for PVP for calculations.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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two-dimensional area detector. The intensities were symm
ric about the beam center~with the exception of some slurr
samples, as discussed below!. Thus, we averaged the da
radially to obtaindS/dV as a function ofq. The precise
procedure for obtaining and reducing data is documente
the NIST SANS Data Acquisition and Reduction manuals19

The data acquisition procedure includes two types of m
surements, as described below.

The transmission measurements determine the trans
ted intensity for each sample. These measure the intensi
q50 ~as opposed to the scattered intensity,q.0), so are
always measured at the low-q configuration. Transmission
measurements require the following runs.~i! An empty po-
sition run with no sample present~i.e., an empty sample
slot!. An attenuator is used to prevent detector damage f
the direct beam atq50. ~ii ! Step ~i! is repeated for each
sample, either at the same slot, or at a similar slot in a m
tiple sample-changer.~iii ! Step~ii ! is repeated for an empt
cell. ~iv! Step ~ii ! is repeated for a standard sample. T
transmission factors for the sample~Tsam!, cell ~Tcell!, and
the standard~Tstd!, are determined as the ratio between t
total counts in a central region nearq50 from runs~ii ! to
~iv!, respectively, to the corresponding counts in the sa
region of run~i!. We use a square region, 8 pixels per sid
that is completely illuminated by the direct beam. Becau
each step will only result in one number~the transmission
factor!, the measurement time is quite minimal, usually
min for each run.

The scattering measurements (q.0) consisted of the
following steps, and consumed the bulk of our experim
time because each measurement contains data points o
wide range ofq-values and the scattered intensity is mu
weaker than the incident intensity. In these runs, the atte
ator is removed to provide the highest possible neutron fl
Instead, a beam stop slightly larger than the direct beam
placed in the center to prevent the region from being da
aged by the direct beam. The following runs are perform
~v! In the sample slot, a neutron absorber~Li glass! is placed
to stop the neutron beam at the sample position. This all
the detector to measure the overall background both du
other neutron sources, and detector dark current whic
unrelated to measured samples or cells.~vi! Step ~v! is re-
peated for each sample at the same slot, or at a similar
with the sample-changer.~vii ! Step ~vi! is repeated for the
empty cell. ~viii ! Step ~vi! is repeated for the standar
sample. Each step takes about 2 to 3 h for the low-q, low flux
configuration, and 20 to 30 min for the high-q high flux
configuration, depending on how strong the scattering int
sity is for each sample.

The data reduction procedure is as follows.~a! Obtain
transmission factors as already described.~b! The back-
ground and empty cell contributions to the scattering of e
sample are subtracted according to the prescription,

corrected scattering

5@run~vi!2run~v!#2@Tsam/Tcell#

3@run~vii !2run~v!#. ~1!

The scaling factor@Tsam/Tcell# takes into account the differ
Downloaded 16 Nov 2005 to 129.6.122.161. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ence in attenuation between run~vi! and run~vii ! in order not
to over-subtract the cell contribution.20 ~c! The corrected 2D
data from~b! is divided pixel-by-pixel by a 2D detector ef
ficiency correction. This is periodically measured using
isotropic scatterer such as water.~d! The 2D data are related
to the absolute scattering cross-sectiondS(q)/dV according
to

I ~q!5FAdTsam
dS~q!

dV
DVet, ~2!

where F is the neutron flux on the sample,A the sample
area,d the sample thickness,DV the solid angle subtende
by one detector pixel,e the detector efficiency, andt the
integration time. By dividing this expression by a similar o
measured for a known standard sample@run ~viii ! going
through the same procedure~a! to ~c!#, we can solve for the
absolute scattering cross-section for the samples

dS~q!

dV
5

I ~q!

I std~0!

dstd

d

Tstd

Tsam

dSstd~0!

dV
, ~3!

where I std(0) is the measured scattering from the standa
extrapolated toq50, dstd is the thickness of the standard
anddSstd(0)/dV is the reference value for the absolute sc
tering cross-section of the standard atq50. ~e! dS(q)/dV is
determined by radially averaging the 2D data~after masking
out those pixels which are known to be inaccurate!.

We followed a similar procedure with the pressure ce
Empty cell runs were performed with no solvent in the c
and the effectiveness of the subtraction was checked by
amining theq-dependence of scattering from D2O enclosed
within the cell.

C. Neutron scattering contrast calculations

The measured scattering,dS(q)/dV, can be expressed
as the sum of terms, each of which is the product of a str
ture factor that describes a particular structure in the sam
and the contrast corresponding to that term. We determ
the contrasts from the scattering length densitiesna of each
componenta in the system. In generalna is calculated as the
total molecular scattering length of componenta divided by
its volumeVa :

na5
1

Va
(

molecules
bi , ~4!

wherebi is the scattering length of thei th molecule. Thus,
knowing the composition and density of each component,
can calculate its scattering length density. Values for
samples in this study are recorded in Table II. The contr
factors then depend on the differences in scattering len
densities between components. Note that the contrast
tween solvent and hydrate is inherently small since both h
similar composition, but that the contrasts between solv
and the~undeuterated! polymers are relatively large. Thi
feature is advantageous in detecting even small amount
polymer on the crystal surface.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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III. RESULTS

A. Polymer-free solution and slurry

Data for the solvent~1:25 TDF in D2O) with no added
polymer are shown in Fig. 1. The sample is liquid at 7 °
resulting in essentially isotropic scattering from thermal
activated density fluctuations~of course, there is a peak i
the liquid structure-factor, but this cannot be seen at the
q-values probed here!. The small intensity rise at lowq may
be due to particles in the solution or to imperfect subtract
of the empty-cell scattering; in any event, it is considera
less than the signal of interest. At 2.5 °C, the data sho
significant low-q signal. This Porod scattering is from th
crystal–liquid interfaces in the partially frozen sample.

The Porod scattering is given by@see Eq.~8.31! from
Higgins and Benoıˆt#20

I Porod~q!52p~nh2ns!
2~S/V!q24, ~5!

wherenh is the scattering length density of the hydrate cr
tal, ns is that of the surrounding fluid, andS/V is the inter-
facial surface area per unit scattering volume~provided that
q@1/R, whereR is the radius of curvature of the surface—
good assumption for our faceted crystals!. Thus, the Porod
scattering provides a measure of the surface area presen
this polymer-free case we obtainS/V52100 cm21. In our
companion article10 we calculated the averageS/V for our
five samples to be 690 cm21. The difference between thes
two estimates is the result of high sensitivity to small var
tions in nh andns , which are nearly equal~see Table II!. In
a system such as ours, where there is an inherent uncert
in the exact composition of the surrounding liquid and
density, the use of Porod scattering to measure absolute
face area is not practical. In the companion study,10 where
the contrast was carefully calibrated via the contrast varia
technique, the uncertainty in comparing relative values
significantly smaller.

One notes also in Fig. 1 a significant baseline chang
0.052 to 0.038 cm21, upon partial freezing of the sample
The baseline contribution consists of the sum of incoher
scattering, due to the presence of isotopic impurities

FIG. 1. Differential scattering cross-section for TDF/D2O solvent. At 7 °C,
the scattering from the completely melted solvent is essentially isotropic
2.5 °C, the sample is partially frozen. The solid line is a best fit to the Po
scattering, Eq.~5!, including aq-independent background term.
Downloaded 16 Nov 2005 to 129.6.122.161. Redistribution subject to AIP
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multiple nuclear spin states, and coherent scattering o
than the Porod scattering described above. As the den
change upon freezing is negligible~see Table II!, the overall
composition in the scattering volume is unchanged and
incoherent scattering is approximately constant. Hence,
baseline change must originate from a change in the cohe
scattering. For the liquid sample, the coherent scatte
comes from the liquid structure factorSliquid(q). For the
slurry state, the contribution fromSliquid(q) is diminished
simply because the liquid fraction is cut by about one-h
~the corresponding structure factor of the solid is negligibl!,
and from this argument one might hope to use this decre
as a measure of the solid/liquid ratio. However, estimat
the coherent portion of the signal for our solvents, which
largely heavy water, is quite difficult due to the effects
inelastic and multiple scattering.21,22 Therefore, we treat the
baseline as a single,q-independent, fit parameter. As can b
seen in Fig. 1, this is a good approximation. The peak
Sliquid(q) and the Bragg peaks from the crystalline state
pear at much larger values ofq.

Baseline changes similar to those seen in Fig. 1
found upon partial freezing of every sample studied here
the polymer containing samples, though, this change is o
not as clearly visible due to high-q scattering from the poly-
mer and must be extrapolated from functional fits to the da

B. Polymer solutions and slurries

1. Polymer solutions above the hydrate formation
temperature

For each of the four polymers studied in the D2O/TDF
solvent, SANS data were taken at a temperature above
hydrate formation point, 7 °C. The concentrations utilized
given in Table I. Each concentration is well below the ove
lap concentration,c* ; therefore we expect these data to e
hibit typical single-chain scattering. Examination of the da
@Fig. 2~a!# shows that in addition to this scattering there is
low-q intensity rise. We model the overall scattering as

I ~q!5~np2ns!
2SBeaucage~q!1Aq22.51b, ~6!

whereA is an amplitude to be determined from the fits,b is
the background intensity, andSBeaucage(q) is a Debye-like
structure factor for single-chain scattering,

SBeaucage~q!5G@exp~2q2Rg
2/3!1dfG~df /2!/~Rgq* !df#,

~7!

due to Beaucage.23,24 Here, q* 5q/@erf(kqRg /A6)#3 with k
'1.06, andG(n) is the gamma function. The three fittin
parameters in this structure factor allow us to extract
single-chain characteristics: polymer radius of gyrationRg ,
fractal dimension of the polymer coilsdf , and the Guinier
prefactorG ~see Table III!.

For both PEO~Ref. 25! and PVP,12 previous work has
shown that these polymers exhibit ‘‘good-solvent’’ behav
in pure water at room temperature. From a knowledge
their phase behavior,14,26,27we can assume that no change
induced by the introduction of TDF nor by the lowering
the temperature. Therefore we can expect these two p
mers to exhibit the fractal dimension predicted for a line
chain in good solvent, 5/3. In fact, Table III shows this is

t
d
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reasonable agreement with the values obtained for all
polymers. From the good-solvent molecular-weight scal
relationships for PEO and PVP~e.g., Rg5KMW

m , whereK
and m are empirically determined numeric values, withm
'1/df), we can estimate the radius of gyration from t
molecular weights in Table I as, respectively,Rg5112 Å and
Rg571 Å. For the PVCap sample a reliable value of t
molecular weight is unavailable. Using that molecu
weight calculated from the Guinier amplitude@Eq. ~8!# along
with the molecular-weight scaling law given by Eisele a
Burchard,13 we estimateRg5110 Å. The values in Table III
are in reasonable agreement with these good-solvent va
though it must be recalled that the numeric valuesK andm
are measured in the high molecular weight limit. The VIM
VCap copolymer also exhibits a size commensurate with
molecular weight in Table I, evidence that it too exhibits
simple random coil behavior.

For a given concentrationc of a polymer, the Guinier
amplitude depends on the molecular weight, with a seco
order dependence on the second virial coefficientA2 accord-
ing to

G5~np2ns!
2~c/r2!/NA~1/MW12A2c!, ~8!

wherer is the polymer density.@See Eq.~A3.29! from Hig-
gins and Benoıˆt.#20 The calculated values are as follow
PEO, 0.546 cm21; PVP, 0.491 cm21; and VIMA/VCap,
0.462 cm21. Because we have no independent measure
Mw for PVCap its value cannot be calculated. As has b
noted by previous workers,28 the observed Guinier ampli
tudes for polymers in aqueous systems are systematically
small for their molecular weight. As can be seen in comp
ing these calculated values with those in Table III, this
also the case here.

The low-q rise in scattering which we observe for ea
of our four polymer solutions is indicative of large structur
in the solutions. Such features are a common observation
polymers in aqueous solution, and there is still some deb
as to whether they are characteristic of such systems29 or
merely the consequence of contaminants. For PEO, this
been extensively studied. Recent work25,30 suggests that im-
purities in the water play a key role in the aggregation.
contrast, for PVP in highly-purified water, aggregation is o
served in the semidilute regime, and the amount of aggre
tion could be reproducibly varied by pressure experime
Hence, it was concluded that aggregation is intrinsic to t
system.12 Light scattering studies of VIMA/VCap show tha
aggregates occur, even in highly purified water, well into
dilute regime for that copolymer. Therefore, the low-q scat-
tering we observe here for the hydrate-inhibitor polym

TABLE III. SANS results for polymer solutions at 7 °C.

Sample

Radius of
gyration

~Å!
Fractal

dimension

Guinier
amplitude

~cm21!

Amplitude for
q22.5 power law
(31013 cm21!

PEO 80 1.9 0.41 1.3
PVP 80 1.8 0.38 4.8
PVCap 155 1.7 1.83 2.0
VIMA/VCap 70 1.7 0.35 6.9
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may be due to an aggregation that is intrinsic to those m
rials. We have chosen to model these aggregates with aq22.5

power law form, which would imply a fractal structure mo
compact than that of the polymer chains themselves
without a sharp interface with the surrounding media. This
consistent with the results from Sun and King.12 The result-
ing amplitudes are given in Table III.

We conclude from these studies that all four polyme
exhibit similar characteristics, reflecting a polymer confo
mation typical of a swollen linear-chain polymer in a goo
solvent. There is no evidence of an unusual effect on
polymer conformation due to the solvated hydrate-form
molecule TDF. The low-q scattering, although not part of th
linear-chain scattering, is not particularly unusual for wat
soluble polymers. Comparison of PEO with the other po
mers suggests that the hydrate inhibitors may have an
evated level of this low-q scattering. This may be indicativ
of an important interaction for hydrate inhibition: our com
panion article10 finds that self-aggregation of the polyme
occurs on the hydrate crystal surface. In light of these resu
it is interesting to note that in the propane/D2O system dis-
cussed below, we find an enhancement in low-q scattering
beyond that seen in the TDF/D2O system. Thus, supramo
lecular association may be a key feature of hydrate inhib
polymers.

2. Polymer solutions below hydrate formation
temperature, slurry scattering

a. PEO. In Fig. 2~b!. we show the SANS data for th
PEO sample in the slurry state. As noted for the polymer-f
slurry ~Fig. 1!, there is a significant low-q scattering associ-
ated with the Porod scattering. At higherq-values, the poly-
mer scattering is dominant. If the polymer does not inter
with the hydrate crystals, we expect the scattering to con
of a linear combination of Porod and polymer solution sc
tering. The dashed line in Fig. 2~b! is the result of addition of
a Porod term to the~scaled! fit in Fig. 2~a!. The Porod am-
plitude as well as the overall background were allowed
vary, but the solution scattering was simply scaled for
increase in concentration due to exclusion of the polym
into the remaining 0.49 fraction of the sample10 which is still
liquid. For this scaling we utilized Eq.~8!, where only the
concentration in the numerator changes~the total mass of the
polymer in our scattering volume is unchanged, so the va
of c in the denominator is unaltered!. The resulting scaling
constant is 0.64. As is evident, this model closely appro
mates the observed scattering. As a further test of the rob
ness of this fit, we allowed the Porod and the polymer sc
tering variables to simultaneously vary, giving the best
result shown by the solid line in Fig. 2~b!. The most notable
change in the polymer scattering is a shift to a smaller rad
of gyration, 62 Å. This reduction of characteristic leng
with increasing concentration is well-known.31 Utilizing D2O
as a solvent, we have measured this effect for our P
sample and find that the ratio in size when doubling
concentration is 0.77, essentially identical to the size cha
obtained by the fitting procedure described here. We c
clude from these results that the PEO in coexistence with
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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hydrate crystals has the same conformation as a poly
solution at double~0.0113 g/cc! the starting concentration
There is no evidence of an adsorbed layer.

The Porod amplitude is less readily interpreted. As c
be seen by substituting the values from Table II into Eq.~5!,
our fitted values for the Porod amplitude seemingly imply
significant increase in surface area over the polymer
case. However, optical microscopy shows that the resul
crystals are essentially unaltered by the presence of PEO
we noted above, in a situation such as this, where the s
tering contrast between the solution and the crystal is ne
zero, an accurate calculation of the surface area is not
sible. Based upon optical measurements, we believe
surface-to-volume ratio is unchanged.

b. PVP. In Fig. 3, we show the slurry-state scatterin
from the PVP sample. One again notes a significant lowq
scattering. Comparison with Fig. 2~b! shows that the ampli-
tude is significantly enhanced over that from the PE
sample. At higherq-values, there is also a higher level
scattering than for PEO. A linear combination of Porod a
polymer-solution scattering is unable to account for th
data, as shown by the dashed line, which is the scaled~by
0.75 in this case! intensity from the polymer solution
Clearly there is an excess of scattering at allq-values, not
only in the Porod regime. We can fit the scattering data
allowing all the terms in the Porod and polymer soluti

FIG. 2. Differential scattering cross-section for PEO in TDF/D2O solvent.
~a! Polymer scattering from solution, 7 °C. Solid line is best fit to Eq.~6!.
~b! Crystal-plus-liquid slurry scattering at 2.5 °C. The PEO conformation
nearly unaltered as evidenced by the fit of the dashed curve, a linear
bination of Porod scattering from the hydrate crystal surfaces, and poly
solution scattering@curve~a! scaled for the reduction of the liquid volume#.
The small change in polymer radius of gyration, solid line, is that predic
for the increased concentration of polymer in solution~see text!.
Downloaded 16 Nov 2005 to 129.6.122.161. Redistribution subject to AIP
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scattering models to vary. The resulting solid line well d
scribes the data. However, the polymer conformation o
obtains is unrealistic, including a fractal dimension a
proaching unity due to the slow decline of the intensity
higherq-values. In our companion article,10 we described the
total scattering as a combination of three structure factor

I ~q!5~nh2ns!
2Sgg~q!22~nh2ns!~np2ns!Spg~q!

1~np2ns!
2Spp~q!. ~9!

Through use of contrast variation techniques we then
tained independent values for each of the structure fact
TheSgg structure factor corresponds to that of Porod scat
ing, and for PVP it is increased over the Porod scattering
a polymer-free slurry. This is consistent with an increas
surface area due to the polymer-induced change in the as
ratio for kinetically-inhibited hydrate crystals. The other tw
structure factors describe the polymer scattering. The
term in Eq. ~9! is the most significant and consists of tw
parts. One part is simply the scattering from polymer rema
ing in solution@Eq. ~9! is derived in Auvray and Cotton32 for
the case where no polymer remains in solution#. Subtracting
this solvated-polymer scattering, we are left with the scat
ing from adsorbed polymer. This scattering contribu
across the entireq-range, and we ascribe it to two parts. A
low-q, we utilize a step function, and for PVP we find th
the contribution to the intensity from this term is larger th
that of the Porod scattering. At higher values ofq, we de-
scribe the scattering through a ‘‘blob’’ scattering structu
factor, characteristic of the semidilute concentrations wit
the adsorbed layer. Thus through use of these structure
tors and Eq.~9!, we account for the complete scattering pr
file observed in Fig. 3.

c. PVCap and VIMA/VCaP. The slurry scattering for
PVCap is shown in Fig. 4 and that for VIMA/VCap in Fig. 5
Note that the low-q scattering amplitudes here are ev
larger than that for PVP. At higherq-values, a quantitative
comparison with the scaled liquid-state polymer scatterin

m-
r-

d

FIG. 3. Differential scattering cross-section for PVP in TDF/D2O crystal-
plus-liquid slurry at 3.0 °C. Dashed line, linear combination of Porod sc
tering from the hydrate crystal surfaces, and polymer-solution scatte
~scaled polymer scattering from solution at 7 °C!, is not a reasonable mode
Significant excess scattering is present due to polymer adsorbed on
hydrate crystal surfaces. Solid line, free fit including the Beaucage, Po
andq22.5 structure factors, gives unphysical polymer conformation valu
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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hampered because we do not have sufficiently accurate
ond virial coefficients, but qualitative comparison sugge
that both curves exhibit excess scattering similar to that
PVP. Thus, we interpret the scattering for these two case
similar to that for PVP, indicative of polymer adsorbed to t
hydrate crystal surface.

d. Low-qScattering Amplitudes and Inhibitor Effective
ness. As we note in the descriptions above, there is a
gression towards greater low-q scattering as we procee
through our five slurry samples, one polymer-free and f
polymer-containing. We can quantify this by plotting the d
ference in scattering between the 2.5 °C data and that at
for our lowestq-value, 0.0025 Å21. These amplitudes ar
shown in Fig. 6. In this plot the effectiveness of the hydr
inhibitor polymer increases toward the right, with VIMA
VCap being the most effective.

The difference in behavior between the three~PVP, PV-
Cap and VIMA/VCap! inhibitor-containing slurries and th
two ~polymer-free and PEO! noninhibitor ones comes from
two sources, as we discuss in our companion article.10 There
is an increased surface area associated with the chang

FIG. 4. Differential scattering cross-section for PVCap in TDF/D2O crystal-
plus-liquid slurry at 3.3 °C. Increased low-q scattering compared to that fo
PVP suggests increased polymer adsorption onto hydrate crystal. Solid
free-fit as for Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Differential scattering cross-section for VIMA/VCap in TDF/D2O
crystal-plus-liquid slurry at 2.5 °C. Increased low-q scattering compared to
that for PVP and PVCap suggests increased polymer adsorption ont
hydrate crystal. Solid line, free-fit as for Fig. 3.
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aspect ratio for the inhibitor-modified crystals, and there i
significant contribution to the low-q intensity from the poly-
mer on the hydrate surface. However, of greater interest h
is the systematic intensity increase as the effectiveness o
inhibitor increases. This could help illuminate the mech
nism of hydrate inhibitor function.

Examination of the structure factors contributing to t
intensity described by Eq.~9! suggests that the values in Fig
6 provide an estimate of the amount of polymer adsorbed
the hydrate crystal surface. In our companion article10 we
model the adsorbed PVP polymer layer by assuming it for
a layer consisting of a volume fractionf of polymer in a
layer thickness ofh. The relevant polymer structure factor

Spp
step54p~S/V!f2~12cosqh!/q4. ~10!

whereS/V is the surface/volume occupied by the polym
~for PVP the ratio ofS/V to S/V-total is about 0.02!. Using
the values determined for PVP (h5550 Å and (S/V)f2

50.392 cm21, and S/V-total55000 cm21) along with the
scattering length densities from Table II, we find that f
PVP over half of the low-q intensity comes from the ad
sorbed polymer layer. This high degree of sensitivity to
small amount of polymer is achieved through use of hyd
genated polymer in this otherwise deuterated system.

To explain our observation that there is an enhancem
in the low-q intensity for the more effective inhibitors, w
can appeal to two scenarios. In scenario one we imagine
an increase in surface area is the cause. This mainly
creases theSgg structure factor, but there is a correspondi
increase inSPP as indicated by Eq.~10!. Assuming that the
fraction of the surface~0.02! occupied by polymer remain
constant, we calculate that the observed fifteen-fold incre
in low-q scattering for VIMA/VCap over that for PVP~Fig.
6! implies a more than thirty-fold increase in surface ar
This considerably larger surface area would give, for sph
cal crystals, an average crystal radius of about 0.1mm. Mass
balance constraints demand a considerably larger numbe
crystals, a more than 104 increase for spherical crystals. In
creased number and reduced crystal size might, indeed,

e,

the

FIG. 6. Excess low-q scattering, defined as the difference between the
tensities atq50.0025 Å21 for crystal-plus-liquid slurry minus polymer so
lution. The excess scattering increases as the effectiveness of the ad
increases from PEO~a noninhibitor polymer! to VIMA/VCap ~the most
active inhibitor studied here!. This excess scattering is attributed to th
amount of polymer in the inhibitor layer, suggesting that increased poly
adsorption is a key feature of the inhibitor mechanism.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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feature of a more effective hydrate inhibitor, but it’s difficu
to envision how this occurs for the same amount of polym
adsorbed to the surface. If we accept this scenario, we
still left with a mystery as to how it is achieved.

In scenario two, we attribute the increased intensity
increased polymer on the surface. To account for the s
fifteen-fold intensity increase requires that the prefac
(S/V)f2, increase more than twenty-fold. From our previo
discussion, it should be apparent that this could be due t
increased area of coverage~.0.02! or a higher volume frac-
tion of polymer. We calculate that for PVP the concentrat
within the layer is already'2.5c* ; therefore, it is more
reasonable to suppose that more of the surface is cover

In our companion article, we argue that polymer a
sorbed to the surface acts as a growth arrestor and that th
likely an important mechanism for the activity of a pol
meric gas–hydrate inhibitor. From consideration of a st
flow growth model, we suggest that the pinning of steps w
slow growth by a factor of 1 – 2r * / l , wherer * is the critical
nucleus radius on the surface andl is the spacing betwee
pinning sites. We estimate this spacing as;2300 Å for PVP.
This would decrease significantly if more of the surface w
covered thus further slowing crystal growth. Therefore,
suggest that the increased amplitude is, at least partly, du
greater surface coverage by the inhibitor and a correspon
slowing of the crystal growth. Likely, the increased polym
coverage would also result in an increased surface area
to the growth inhibition.

One further consideration that should be mentioned
that increasing the thickness of the polymer layer@for con-
stant (S/V)f2# cannot account for the intensity increas
This is clear from Eq.~10! which shows that ash increases,
the peak in the intensity moves to a lowerq, thus lowering
the intensity within our experimentalq-range. A thinner
layer appreciably decreases the low-q scattering as is also
evident from Eq.~10!. We mention this, because we suppo
that the layer thickness may be proportional toRg . This
would then suggest that in comparing polymers of sign
cantly lower molecular weight with those measured here,
might observe a diminished low-q intensity. In this instance
a complete contrast variation study would be needed to
termine the extent of the polymer layer coverage.

3. Propane/D 2O system at elevated pressure

The experiments described above were all conducted
ing a fully-miscible hydrate forming molecule, but there
some question whether such a system duplicates the
range of possible polymeric hydrate inhibitor behavior. F
example, it has been suggested5 that kinetic inhibitors may
affect nucleation behavior, thus acting upon the fluid com
nents prior to actual crystallization. As we note above, th
is little evidence for this in the case of the TDF/D2O system,
but, clearly the important commercial use of hydrate inhi
tor polymers is for gas-plus-water systems. To investig
this, we studied the polymer conformation in a uniform flu
consisting of D2O saturated with a hydrate forming gas, pr
pane. Through temperature variation, we can take the sys
from the gas–liquid stability region to the hydrate–ga
liquid region. Owing to the well known tendency for ga
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hydrates to form at the gas–water interface rather t
throughout the bulk,16 making a uniform crystal–liquid
slurry under such conditions would be a very difficult tas
Because hydrate crystals do not easily nucleate at the s
subcoolings studied here, we are able to measure the sa
in the fluid state during our experiments.

Figure 7 shows a comparison between SANS data ta
for PVP in a TDF/D2O solvent at 7 °C and in a propane/D2O
solvent system at the same temperature. In the latter case
system is in the hydrate–gas–liquid stability range. The so
line for the TDF/D2O solvent is the best fit to Eq.~6!, as
previously discussed. The solid line for the propane D2O
solvent is similar to Eq.~6!, but we are unable to fit the
low-q scattering with a power law ofq22.5. Instead, a power
law of q23 is used. The resulting Beaucage fit parameters
PVP in the propane/D2O solvent are:Rg575 Å, fractal
dimension51.96, and Guinier amplitude50.286 cm21. As
the similar shapes of the scattering profiles in Fig. 7 sugg
these values show that the single-chain conformation of
polymer is little changed from that in the TDF/D2O solvent.
Comparison with the values in Table III shows there is
slight shift toward a fractal dimension more similar to that
a poor solvent~II ! and a Guinier amplitude that is reduce
further from that predicted from Eq.~8! ~the contrast change
due to the change in solvent is insufficient to account for t
difference!.

The decreased Guinier amplitude and enhanced loq
scattering may indicate that more of the polymer participa
in forming aggregates. As evidenced by the23 power law at
low-q, the aggregates here are more compact that the ag
gates previously described. Thus, it is possible that the p
mer may associate with the hydrate-forming gas in a diff
ent manner than with solvated TDF. However, changing
temperature causes no significant change in the scatte
over the range of our investigations. It has been found t
water structuring induced by hydrate-forming gases can p
sist, on a local scale, above the liquid–hydrate–gas stab

FIG. 7. Differential scattering cross-section for PVP in two hydrate-form
solvents. Circles, data from TDF/D2O at ambient pressure and 7 °C. Th
solid line is the best fit to Eq.~6!. Diamonds, data from propane/D2O at 655
kPa and 6.7 °C. Solid line is a best fit to Eq.~6!, replacing theq22.5 power-
law with q23. A more compact nature of the aggregates is evident from
required change in power law. Also, the lower level of scattering acr
most of theq-range suggests that more of the polymer is bound in
aggregates. The data at 20 °C, 10 °C, and 3.7 °C are essentially identi
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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range.33 Perhaps these associations for the polyme
propane–D2O system are similar and persist to above
maximum temperature we studied, 20 °C. It is possible t
these aggregates play a role in the gas–hydrate inhib
function. For example, if they act as gas sinks, isolating
gas from the water, they would, in effect, reduce the lo
supersaturation and thus impede nucleation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have presented SANS data for fo
polymers in hydrate-forming liquids both above and bel
temperatures where the hydrates are stable. In the temp
ture range when hydrate crystals coexist with a liquid,
find that those polymers that act as kinetic hydrate inhibit
change their conformation. This conformation change is
lieved to signal an adsorbed polymer layer on the hydr
crystal surface. PEO, a noninhibitor polymer, does not
hibit this excess scattering signal. The SANS in that case
be quantitatively described as the sum of Porod scatte
from crystal surfaces and scattering from solvated polym
In a companion article,10 we used the SANS contrast varia
tion technique to study the adsorbed layer for one inhibi
PVP. If we assume that a similar interpretation is applica
to the other two inhibitor polymers studied here, the major
of the low-q scattering will come from adsorbed polyme
This allows us to utilize the low-q scattering as a measure
the inhibitor adsorption and we find a correlation betwe
effectiveness and the amplitude of the scattering. This
plies that a principle mechanism of hydrate kinetic suppr
sion involves surface adsorption onto growing crystals w
attendant slowing of the growth.

The above results were obtained for a soluble-molec
hydrate forming system, TDF/D2O. In the case of a gas
molecule hydrate forming system, propane–D2O, we inves-
tigated the polymer conformation in the absence of hydr
crystals. The polymer conformation is altered from that
the TDF/D2O solvent. The most significant change is
anomalous low-q scattering, indicative of the formation o
large, compact aggregates in the fluid phase. We sug
these could signal an association between the hydr
forming components and the polymer, which might act
alter the nucleation behavior~a mechanism suggested by L
derhoset al.!.5 Our results in this system are rather limite
clearly, further neutron scattering studies of this system
warranted.
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